EVECC call for presenters guidelines

Thanks for being interested in speaking at EVECC!

Guidelines to submit your topic

1. Short biography (200 words maximum)

Please include the following information in your biography below:
- Present position
- Degrees & certifications
- Where/Which school you received your degree(s) from
- Special interest areas
- Other significant professional accomplishments
- Relevant publications

2. Your topic (300 words maximum)

Please provide the following information in your proposal:
- Title in bold
- Provide a brief summary of your lecture.
- Lectures close to the main topic of the congress are welcome, however different and more general topics will also be considered.
- Highlight the key points and unique aspects/format of your presentation

We will notify you if you have been accepted as a speaker. If your topics are not selected for EVECC this year, they will remain in the speaker database, and the information can be updated at any time for consideration for future meetings.